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VH MEDIA

Technology era...
In order to be always one step ahead, we are always necessary to speak the language of the future!
OUR HISTORY

The foundations of VH Media were laid.

The official opening decision of VH Media has been taken.

The installation of the first web software has been completed.

355 projects completed.

At the end of the year, "We reached 700 projects!" decision to write was made.

We started, because...

By creating differences, we aim to create new technological infrastructures for our industry.

Firstly, we try to make our software and technologies are used all over the world, then we aim to be sought after.

We want to offer different services with the most ideal price / performance by constantly improving ourselves by of science.
WHY VH MEDIA?
We Don’t Guess!

Information
We have software that tells you what to do to reach your request and that can provide functions.

Future
We constantly investigate, get informed first, take quick action and move to the next target.

Research&Development
We use most of our investments and income items for R&D. For this reason, we have very special software of our own.
FORGET ALL THE AGENCIES, YOU’VE EVER MET UNTIL TODAY!

Because we are on your side :)

Because we are on your side :)
WE HAVE FIVE STEPS AND ENDLESS ADVICES TO BE TAKEN FOR SUCCESS!

TARGET
You must set your goal first.

ANALYSIS
You should create your sector and competition analysis.

BUDGET
After the analysis, you should create your budget.

DISCIPLINE
After all these steps, you should ensure discipline.

PATIENCE
The key and finishing process is patience. You must be patient.
OUR SERVICES

Website Design

e-commerce

SEO/FPO

Social Media

Production Services

Software

Digital Advertisement
Google Ads, Facebook, Instagram

Graphic Design
Now search engines use a different algorithm. 209 different criteria are evaluated. Coding, speed, content, images used on the website must be in harmony.

It is not enough just to have a website anymore, it is especially important for mobile compatibility and even for applications and social media accounts.

You can know; how old the people entering your site, from which devices, how many minutes they stand, how many pages they visit.
Do you want to learn people who enter your site click on which points on your site, reads which page, from which country, from which browser, with which device?

You can catch the right interaction with your audience by seeing liked and unliked, read and unread pages on your site.
We would like to introduce you to our VH FX Software at this point.

It has all the coding that search engines want. You will find that the content / products you enter have risen to the first page of search engines very quickly.

We thought so many details that we added almost everything you could want. It is completely in the criteria of search engines.
SEO moves your store in a much used street. It brings people looking for products and services together with the most appropriate budget. Besides, its main benefits are; brand awareness, reputation and sales increase.

It is important to carry out project-specific work, as each website, each project has its own unique structure. As a result of the analyzes that a good expert will undergo the project, he / she should start his processes by creating a correct work plan.
What are we doing differently at this point?
With our self-developed analysis system -VH GT- we determine the SEO service that suits you.

And we start the project by looking for answers to the following questions:
- How many words should your page have?
- How many social media accounts should your page be shared with?
- How many websites should your page be shared on?
- Which tags should be used for your page?
- How suitable are your website codes for search engines?

Our References: Okeanos Tercüme, Dr. Burak Kavlakoğlu, Hasan Hüsnü Eren, Bee&You, Tardu OSGB, Ahmet Ekiz, Vayloni, Brothers&Partners...
While the ads published on Google, Facebook, Instagram should actually reach your target audience, it also means that you waste your budget for those who are not interested. This is actually the most important factor in your not getting efficiency from Adwords.

Thanks to VH GT Software, advertisements are shown to your target audience. Most importantly, it is organized by us in which time period, which gender, how many age category and people with the potential to purchase, with the right timing.
Google Adwords

- You pay the most suitable advertising prices.
- You can directly reach customers in your potential audience.
- People who are not at your destination cannot see you.
- You see an analysis of how many entries your opponents got from which words.
- You will see what words your customers are searching for.
- You can see which words your customers are purchasing by searching.
- You pay the most suitable advertising prices.

- You can directly reach customers in your potential audience.

- People who are not at your destination cannot see you.

- Only your ads will appear in their accounts.

- You ensure that your target audience can see at the ideal time.

- You enable your target audience to interact very quickly and in a short time.
Thanks to our special software and creative team on social media platforms (Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Youtube), you can reach your target very quickly with very special information.

What We Do?
- Organic Follower Upgrade Planning
- Organic Interaction Upgrade Planning
- Social Media Account Setups
- Social Media Account Management Services
- Social Media Sectoral Analysis
- Interactive Interaction with our OCEAN Software
VH MEDIA Head Team has signed a lot of special software so far. Thanks to many important systems such as Whatsapp software, Ocean, VH FX, VH GT, Media Tracking, we take pride in watching the result first, without guessing.

ERP / CRM - Finance&Accounting - Call Center Social Media Interaction Systems IOS / ANDROID Applications - Special Softwares

Please contact us for our other software and solutions.
Images often contain many expressions. However, the place to be used is also very important. Different designs for many areas such as social media, magazines, websites, billboards, TV, websites, advertisement areas should include the message you want to express.

Attention should be paid to many criteria such as font of text used, content / text ratio, color combination and brands should have a professional appearance in this regard.
Sonuç vermekten uzak, geçerliliğini yitirmiş, güncelliği yakalamamış, kopyalanan her türlü içerik, yöntem, strateji ve kalıpları yıktık.
Production

- Scenario is prepared for Product / Service / Brand.

- Our production team is included in the project.

- Shots are made, visuals are prepared.

- Analysis is made for the times that suit you best.

- Video designs are prepared.

- Information about the time and channels to be shared is given.
HAVE ARE WE DO ALL THIS?

We have a few tricks :)
VH World

- **All Languages**
  We have infrastructure in languages with VH Media language system.

- **City System**
  You can easily reach your audience in city, district, neighborhood, street categories according to your location.

- **Key Word**
  We can make your keywords appear on the first page in the country and language you want.

- **Search Engines**
  You can be on the first page in Google, Bing, Ask, Yahoo.

- **Address Positioning**
  We can ensure that your addresses are easily included in the maps of search engines.

- **Special Services**
  All our systems are kept on our mail server. We also use Firewall on our servers.
Here is the best part :)
Aşağıda yazan her şey doğru, kesinlikle şaka yapmıyoruz :)
CHOOSE, LIKE BUY CORNER :}
Corporate Identity #1

Realistic, wise, sharp, thinking.
Corporate Identity #2

Colorful, cheerful, creative, explorer.
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Corporate Identity #4

Serious, classic, institutional, symmetrical.
Corporate Identity #5

Extrovert, intuitive, sensory.
Here is our team... We are waiting for you to drink tea :)

Mehmet Ümit Çelik

Ümit Balcılar

Faruk Aycibin

Sena Aras

Özge Eyüboğlu
CONTACT

Whoever you ask shows to you the Macro Center. Enter the opposite street, go through the park, we stay on the left :)

Ağaoğlu Maslak 1453, Maslak Mah. Taşyoncası Sok. T4B Blok -8 Kat Daire:130, Sarıyer/İstanbul

+90 (212) 217 06 64

info@vhmedya.com

www.vhmedya.com
thank you :)